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Using Facebook & Google to Scale
Revenue 2,300% Year Over Year



CLIENT CHALLENGE
AlannaK.com helps Yoga teachers up-level their 
skills to be more impactful in their teaching through 
an Online Yoga Teacher Training Program and 
spiritual tools for transforming the soul.

 

AlannaK.com had previously run a plethora of marketing 
campaigns with some success, but eventually hit a 
plateau in traffic. Repeated attempts to scale traffic 
and sales were met with increasing Cost per Sale and 
decreasing Return on Ad Spend (ROAS), even with the 
assistance of Facebook’s team. Consequently, ag-
gressive testing slowed, messaging updates stopped, 
and incremental revenue seemed impossible to 
achieve.



SOLUTION
AlannaK.com ran an enormous amount of tests, even on products 
that had never contributed to their bottom line in a profitable 
way. Additionally, products that were the cash cows were 
placed in a “set it and forget it” mode, simply because they had 
worked in the past. Our solution was to utilize the data to guide 
us in the right direction. We were laser-focused on the top 
products, optimized existing ad campaigns, and scaled their 
reach across Social Media and Paid Search platforms.



METHODOLOGY
Four15 Digital conducted an audit of AlannaK.com’s digital advertising strategy, noting the 
strengths and weaknesses of historic ad campaigns. Our goal was to indicate which strategies 
were working well and which strategies were not working well. We designed an action plan 
that would place more emphasis on the best performing products and less emphasis on the 
lower performing products. Starting from the best performing product, we pinpointed the 
method that worked well and expanded and scaled as much as possible. We then moved 
down the list to the next product and repeated the same process.

-

This meant:

An account restructuring, shifting to a singular sales strategy while testing alternative funnels.

Expansion to new audiences using Facebook’s similar interests for more reach and data.

Testing new ads at scale to ensure our audiences are seeing fresh content.

Aggressive increases to budget in order to take advantage of the shift in online activity due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, allowing us to identify trends more quickly.



RE-BUILD FOR SUCCESS & OPTIMIZE

Four15 Digital identified two major findings from our account audit. First, 
we identified that one top-performing product was responsible for a bulk 
of the company’s revenue, indicating a significant opportunity to grow by 
targeting this cash cow. The second major finding was a specific webinar 
funnel that was the clear winner in driving sales on AlannaK.com’s website.

This webinar funnel provided users access to useful content 
free-of-charge in exchange for an email address. These users would 
then receive an email after attending the free webinar that pushed 
them back to AlannaK.com’s website to make a purchase. The webi-
nar was usually successful in driving sales shortly after users viewed 
it. Unfortunately, this webinar funnel had never been prioritized in 
Alanna K’s past digital marketing strategy.



Four15
Digital’s

Plan of Action

We restructured the entire account around utilizing the effective webinar 
funnel, making it the primary method to promote the best performing 
product we had previously identified.

Hyper-Focused and Creative

Along with identifying highly relevant existing audiences, we also 
researched new audiences as well in order to scale the account. We 
utilized Facebook’s similar interests to identify potential audiences to 
target and tested them one by one.

New ad creative was designed and launched on a weekly basis to test 
different marketing ideas across new and existing audiences.

Identify New Audiences

New Ad Creative



RETARGETING AUDIENCES

Four15 Digital devised a separate retargeting strategy to target users 
that had attended the free webinar, but had not made purchases after-
wards. These users were placed in a separate audience bucket and 
sales funnel that provided them with additional content and consulta-
tion. Eventually, any concerns these users were having were eased, and 
they were successfully influenced to make purchases.

This secondary retargeting funnel ensured that any interested 
users would stay engaged with the AlannaK.com brand and 
were provided additional opportunities to make purchases in 
the future.



RESULTS
The restructuring of the account and aggressive test-
ing helped drive AlannaK.com’s program above and 
beyond their expectations.

Within the first month of relaunch, Sales from ad 
campaigns grew by 275% and Revenue grew by 
302%, while Cost per Sale had only risen by 13%.

Four15 Digital successfully increased Ad Clicks by 
8,540%, Sales by 1,648%, and Revenue by 2,624% 
within the first three months, compared to the prior 
year’s data.



RESULTS

By the third month after taking over the account, 

Sales and Revenue began to taper off as audiences 

were reaching full capacity. Despite that, continued 

audience expansion and updates to ad creative 

helped make month 3 the second best performing 

month in the history of AlannaK.com’s brand. Four15 

Digital aided AlannaK.com in acquiring 2,802% more 

sales than the same month in the prior year.

Here are the Quarter over Quarter results Four15 Digital  

was able to produce:

4,000% increase in Click Traffic

466% increase in Leads

1,400% increase in Sales

18% decrease in Cost per Sale



Social Media platforms saw similar Quarter over Quarter improvements:

Concluding major factors that were important in achieving success:

498% increase in Click Traffic
329% increase in Leads
779% increase in Sales
12% increase in Cost per Sale

Increased focus on the products and strategies that had shown prior success
Restructuring of the account around these products and strategies
Expansion of new audiences with high relevance to the brand
Aggressive testing of new ad creative
Reallocation of spending towards high-performing tactics



With the successful expansion and mastery of Google Ads and Facebook Ads, 
Four15 Digital is now looking for additional channels to add to Alanna K’s digi-
tal marketing strategy and testing new tactics to continue our record-breaking 
growth on this account. We have identified new opportunities in areas such as 
Pinterest Advertising, SMS Marketing, and Ringless Voicemails, along with 
additional webinar content generation.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES:

Working with Four15 has been nothing short of magical. After years of working 
with other agencies, I didn’t even realize it was possible to accomplish what 
Four15 has delivered in just a few months. Four15’s strategies grew my busi-
ness 1000% and generated traffic and leads at a pace that goes far beyond 
my expectations. 
business. As the business owner, I cannot overstate the value of their invest-
ment in my company’s growth and well being.

Alanna Kaivalya, Founder
Alannak.com & The Kaivalya Yoga Method

They are a true dream team and they care deeply about my


